What did we do and how we
did this project
Our team produced a documentary about world
intangible culture heritage, shadow puppet. We want
to promote the world’s intangible cultural heritage to
more people and call on them to protect it with us.
First, we wrote the script of the shadow puppet
documentary, and then we went to a shadow
puppet theatre in Beijing Qian men to take the
video. The shadow play Wu Song playing tigers
performed there is truly exciting, so we have
compiled its wonderful clips into the documentary.
Moreover, through the interview with shadow puppet
painter and performers, our group learned many
historical pieces of knowledge about the
development of shadow puppets and felt the
enthusiasm that shadow puppet painter and
performers want to inherit and protect the world’s
intangible cultural heritage. After this trip to Qian
men Shadow Puppet Theatre, each of us shared
their learning experiences and feelings in the form of
words and added them to our self-regulating
documentary.

Testimonial:
“I was glad that our students could recognise the loss of our
Chinese culture and had the responsibility of saving their culture
heritage. And I guided the regular discussion and progress of
their documentary project. Although their purpose of interview
has been refused by other shadow play troupes and
organisations for a lot of times, they still insisted to contact
places and people to ask for permission for interviewing and
filming the documentary. Not only I was impressed by their
perseverance, but also I realised the traditional artistic charm of
shadow puppetry after watching their documentary. Thus
inspiring me to pay more recognition to our own culture.”——Lisa
Du, teacher of Beijing World Youth Academy

What is the problem?
Intangible cultural heritage is many diﬀerent kinds of
skills, if we do not cultivate and pass on the skills,
that kind of skill will be lost, and the cultural
products created by this skill will disappear as well.
For example, the shadow puppet, it is a
performance form passed down from the Shange
Dynasty. However, with the increasing lying
entertainment facilities in society today, the number
of people watching shadow is becoming less.
Therefore, as international high school students, we
have the responsibility and obligation to pass on the
world’s intangible cultural heritage.
Characteristic of this project:
Shadow puppetry’s culture values have a profound
impact on the world. The cultural value of shadow
puppet can be simply summed up as shadow
painter design craft, shadow scenarios and music
for voices in a Chinese shadow puppet culture
value. These are all expressions of art. Some people
say that the art performance of today’s society has
already lost its soul for commercial purposes, but if
we join the heritage of the world’s intangible cultural
heritage, can still keep up with the pace of the time,
so the future of the world’s artistic development will
become endless.

Project title-Saving
our culture
Project team: Owen Wang, Cecilia Chen, Selina Liu, Victor
Zheng, Kyle Song, Kelly LI

Future goals of the
project
By making this video, our group researched every
aspect of shadow puppetry from the shadow
puppet’s making process to shadow puppetry
performance. And our group wanted more people
around the world to learn the unique beauty of
Chinese traditional shadow puppetry and raise
awareness about Chinese intangible cultural
heritage by various ways of propaganda. Because
not only shadow puppetry is a historical production,
but also it is a form of traditional art that need to
preserve:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Upload our documentary
on other online platforms
such as our YouTube,
WeChat, and Instagram

Develop handbooks,
posters, a website about
shadow puppetry.

Propaganda shadow
puppetry videos in other
schools and set up
interactive activities such
as games about shadow
puppetry.

Helped to propaganda
traditional performances
of shadow puppetry in
other places by sending
posters and
advertisements online.

Learning

Impact

Through this activity, our team understood the value of
perseverance and never giving up. As we all know, in the
era of rapid development of science and technology,
there are fewer and fewer people who still insist on
inheriting Chinese traditional culture. Because of the
decrease in the number of shadow puppet performers,
there are fewer and fewer people watching the shadow
puppetry, and the spread of shadow puppetry in the
society is also decreasing. Without the persistence of
those few shadow puppet performers, the great and
wonderful skill of shadow puppets is likely to disappear
in this world. "Persistent" this seemingly simple thing is
actually very diﬃcult to do now, and many people in
today's society are unable to stick to their hobbies. But
these shadow puppet performers hold the belief of
"never give up", do the same thing every day, practice
boring and boring basic skills countless times, but they
never thought of giving up. Our team believes that we
should be grateful to these performers who insist on
inheriting the traditional culture of the motherland. It is
the persistence of the shadow puppet performers that
allowed the shadow puppets to pass down. Because of
their perseverance, we are still today even after a
hundred years. Being able to appreciate this wonderful
art, but also let us truly understand the value of
perseverance and perseverance. In addition, my team

More people realised the cultural importance of shadow
puppetry by watching our documentary. According to our
survey for viewers, 90% of the answers said that they learned
the unique traditional beauty of shadow puppetry and they
would paying more attention to recent activities or projects
about cultural production as a support for our Chinese culture.
The shadow puppetry theatre also thanked us for propaganda
their performance and place. Our school Beijing World Youth
Academy’s students also increased their awareness of our
cultural in heritage and tried to organise activities to preserve
Intangible cultural heritage by visiting traditional cultural

craftsman and museums.

HTLM link to outcome: https://www.bilibili.com/video/BV1uV411d7ke
Digital submission: https://youtu.be/fPrlhxpjduo
Weibo: RichGiao
Email: 1990688400@qq.com

